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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
MORE ON THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET CRASH
I am printing a retraction regarding our Newsletter 182. Alan Brochstein has replied as follows:
The Index is rebalanced quarterly and is equal weighted at that time. The qualifications for inclusion are re-printed.
We took Brochstein’s performance off of his website on August 26, 2015. His response to that is:

“The performance record that you cite is misleading. The rules of the model portfolio are clearly explained on the
site and discussed regularly. It is fully-invested by mandate, with a goal of outperforming the benchmark. You
receive the weekly review I send out, and it discusses this regularly as well as the performance. From last week:
420 Opportunity ended the week valued at $11,221, up 1.3%. This model portfolio was funded with $50,000 (paper) on
4/8/14 (and ended 2014 at $17,105) with the goal of being fully invested and outperforming the market as measured by
the Benzinga index, which was unchanged during the week. While the decline of -78% since inception has been
extreme, the overall market has fallen by 92% during that time-frame. YTD, the model portfolio has declined -35.6%
(excluding the $210 gain from VTCQ, which adds 1.2%) compared to the -62.4% return in the market. We maintain 13
holdings and about 2.2% cash. The largest positions include BNRDF (15.82%), NMUS (13.8%), INQD (11.2%) and
TRTC (10.8%). During the week, I increased exposure to NMUS.
Contrary to the record, the performance is better, not worse than the Index.”
Alan Brochstein plays an important function in this industry and does an excellent job. I should have contacted him
before our Newsletter 183. It was my mistake. My apologies to Alan.

